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Abstract. In recent years mobile usage has increased remarkably, attracting 
new adopters. Mobile applications, or mobile apps, have become essential tools 
for daily tasks, enhancing productivity, communication and entertainment. 
Nowadays, there is a great demand for updated software in order to meet 
customer expectations. Interaction aspects and aesthetic characteristics stand 
out as an important differential, which must guide the product development 
process. Therefore, it is necessary to elicit functional requirements based on 
existing products, which are available in repositories, i.e. mobile app stores. We 
present M4REMAIP, a method for requirements elicitation based on mobile 
applications under an interaction perspective, as well as results of this method’s 
application in order to demonstrate its practical usefulness for requirements 
elicitation in the context of home control applications. 

Keywords: apps, requirements engineering, mobile interface, home control, 
home automation, smart home. 

1 Introduction 

Requirements elicitation requires an understanding of the problem domain in order to 
analyze and identify product characteristics which reflect user needs [1]. It is a 
complex process with intense information capture and is crucial for development of 
high quality products. Nowadays, there is a great demand for updated software in 
order to meet – ever more selective – customer expectations. Interaction aspects and 
aesthetic characteristics stand out as an important differential [2,3], which deserve 
careful attention and must guide the product development process. Constant software 
updates and user interface modifications mark out a paradigm shift. A possibility of 
facilitating interaction is to integrate new solutions into the existing “ecosystem” of 
already available products, aiming at improving user interaction. 

Mobile devices are integrated into our everyday life activities. In recent years the 
use of mobile devices has increased remarkably, attracting new users. Mobile 
applications, or mobile apps, have become essential tools for daily tasks, enhancing 
productivity, communication and entertainment. Users of these platforms are no 
longer restricted to applications supplied by device manufactures. Mobile platforms 
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provide several third-party apps through their repositories, i.e. mobile app stores, 
enabling users to search and install apps in a quick, easy and central manner, and 
sometimes, free of charge. 

Due to this ever increasing adoption of mobile technology, it is fundamental to 
observe these apps under the Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) perspective, 
attempting to interface and interaction aspects of these solutions. Nowadays, several 
apps are available from various segments. Just like the mobile phone context, mobile 
apps for home control are closely related with people daily tasks. These apps provide 
control of home elements, whether single appliances such as a lamp, or several 
appliances connected to a home automation system. Home control via mobile devices 
[4,5,6] is a thriving sector, attracting interest of academy and industry. People used 
fixed control panels inside the house to control home systems, but with the 
advantages of mobile devices, people can control home in an effective and convenient 
way. 

In this paper, we propose a method for requirements elicitation based on apps 
under the interaction perspective. Moreover, we present the results of method’s 
application for requirements identification of Android apps for home control. This 
work is inserted into a research project related to smart homes based on open-source 
infrastructures [7] and interaction with multiple interfaces, such as mobile [11] and 
gesture-based interfaces [8,9,10]. 

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the method; Section 3 
presents a case study based on the application of the method in order to identify 
requirements of Android apps for home control; Section 4 discuss the results and 
research issues; Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2 M4REMAIP 

The M4REMAIP (Method for Requirements Elicitation based on Mobile Applications 
under an Interaction Perspective) aims at eliciting requirements based on apps’ usage. 
Based on description analysis gathered from such use, it is possible to identify 
important characteristics of apps, aiming at improving user interaction. This method – 
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the method – can be applied in different domains and at 
different stages in the design lifecycle, e.g. when starting a new project or updating an 
existing one. It was inspired by previous work from our research group [12]. 

The method consists of five steps, performed in two distinct phases: phase I 
comprises three steps and occurs before the apps’ usage, phase II comprises two steps 
and focuses on the use of apps and requirements capture. Thus, the five steps of the 
method are as follows: (I.1) definition, (I.2) search, (I.3) setup, (II.4) evaluation, and 
(II.5) extraction. 

The definition step (I.1) consists of the target definition. In this step, the elicitation 
objective is defined, as well as the target platform – e.g. tablet or smartphone –, the 
operating system and, based on this information, the specific device to be used during 
the process. The search step (I.2) consists of the search specification and the 
subsequent search execution. In the search specification, search parameters are 
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specified: search strategy – i.e. automatic and/or manual –, keywords, selection 
criteria – i.e. inclusion and exclusion –, and database. Depending on information 
gathered from the definition step, the database will be a specific app store, such as 
Google Play®, App Store®, Samsung Apps®, BlackBerry World®, and Windows 
Phone Store®. During search execution, the search is conducted according to 
specification. The setup step (I.3) consists of download and installation of apps 
derived from the search step. 

The evaluation step (II.4) is based on exploratory use and textual description of 
mobile apps. An average time is defined for the exploratory use of each app – e.g. 30 
minutes –, and during the usage, an analysis of features, design and interaction 
characteristics is performed. This analysis is performed manually, in order to provide 
an observation focusing on HCI aspects, with details from a user perspective. 
Subsequently, during the description activity, each app is described textually, with 
information regarding main functionality and interface characteristics, as well as 
positive and negative aspects.  During description activity, each app may be used 
again in order to provide a brief verification of app interface details. 

The extraction step (II.5) consists of the description analysis and the requirements 
definition. The description analysis involves reading these textual descriptions, 
identifying common or deemed important features, and analyzing whether these 
functionalities are relevant requirements for the respective context. 

 

Fig. 1. Overview of the M4REMAIP 

At the end of the method, requirements are obtained. In addition to functional 
requirements elicitation, this method might also be applied to identify possible design 
solutions for the domain (vide Fig. 1). These possible design solutions may be 
obtained from descriptions reading focusing on a specific feature, observing the 
differences regarding how it is provided by apps. 

In Fig. 1, it is possible to observe a dashed line from description analysis 
(extraction; II.5) to description (evaluation; II.4). This is due to the fact that during the 
description analysis some characteristics may be deemed more relevant, requiring a 
deeper and detailed description. Another aspect is that each step tends to act as a 
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filter, reducing the volume of input – total amount of apps – from one step to another. 
For example, in search step, input may be all apps in a repository, but after search 
execution, only a substrate is output. Subsequently, not all apps of this resulting set 
can be downloaded or installed successfully, therefore after setup step, other substrate 
is generated. Moreover, depending on amount of apps to be installed, a single, 
sequential performance of all method steps might not be possible, since some mobile 
devices may present limitations regarding memory and storage. In this case, steps 3 
and 4 should be executed with subsets of the total amount of apps, with each subset 
uninstall before executing the procedure again. 

3 Application of M4REMAIP 

This section presents the application of M4REMAIP in the context of eliciting 
functional requirements of Android apps for home control. First, we present Phase I 
of the method, then Phase II, and subsequently the results obtained with applying the 
method in this specific domain. 

3.1 Phase I 

In the definition step (step 1) the smartphone was defined as target platform, since it 
is a more restrictive device in comparison with the tablet, e.g., regarding screen size. 
Android was chosen as operating system, and the specifications of device used in this 
study are: a smartphone Motorola Razr i XT890, with Android 4.1.2 (Jelly Bean), 
configured with Portuguese language, Intel Atom Z2460 2GHz GPU, 1GB RAM, 
screen size 4.3” (540x960). 

In the search step (step 2), the search strategy was automatic and manual search in 
Google Play®. For automatic search, the following keywords were established (in 
alphabetical order): “arduino”, “automação”, “automatizada”, “casa”, “control”, 
“domotica”, “home”, “residencial”, and “smart”. The app was included if it, 
according to the app’s description, proposed controlling home element or home 
automation system. The manual search consisted of selection among related apps 
indicated by Google Play®, according the following inclusion criteria: the app must 
present home, building or lamp as icons, or the app must have “control/controle” or 
“automation/automação” terms in its tittle. In both search strategies, the exclusion 
criteria were: be paid or be shown after 10th position (due to time viability reasons of 
application of method). 

The setup step (step 3) had 35 apps as input from the previous step. All apps were 
downloaded and installed successfully, and continued to next step. Steps 3 and 4 were 
performed sequentially, with no need of division into apps subsets and uninstall. 

3.2 Phase II 

In the evaluation step (step 4), 1 app from the total amount of 35 apps could not be 
started: Domotic Center (by Showroom), version 1.5 demo. Therefore, only 34 apps 
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were analyzed. We defined 30 minutes for the exploratory use of each app, and 
subsequently wrote the description. During the description activity, some apps were 
used again, with the average duration of 10 to 15 minutes, enabling verification of 
details regarding interface and some characteristics. 

In order to demonstrate the execution of this step, summarized descriptions of apps 
are presented follows. We indicate the app developer next to each app name, so as to 
facilitate possible searches at Google Play®. In the extraction step (step 5), we point 
out relevant aspects identified based on use of apps, which indicate requirements. 
These aspects are highlighted in cyan. 

Several apps required user authentication, not enabling a continued exploratory 
use. Such was the case of QW Home Automation (by Qingjun Wei), Rogers Smart 
Home Monitoring (by Rogers Communications Inc.), HCA Home Control Assistant 
(by Advanced Quonset Technology, Inc.) and BeHome 247 (by BeHome247.com). 
InControl Home Automation Free (by Moonlit Software) is another example: when 
started, it shows a sequence of instructions for installing and configuring the server, 
which leads to the system’s authentication screen. Another case is INSTEON for 
SmartLinc (by INSTEON), which provides two options: one for new users and 
another for already existing users. For new users, it shows prerequisites for system 
operation, and then, requires authentication. 

Smart Automation Experience (by Possible World Wide) starts in authentication 
screen, requesting a code, and exhibiting a help button and a link for registration. We 
performed the registration procedure, however, did not receive the authentication 
code requested to visualize the demo. InSideControl HD (by Schneider Electric 
Industries SAS) starts exhibiting a screen on landscape mode, and when we clicked 
on information option, the app – v.1.1.0 – crashed. Arduino Lamp (by Benhur 
Quintino de Souza) provides lamp control. This app can only run five times, and does 
not enable visualization of options regarding its features, only a tutorial and simple 
settings. 

Since we performed the use of apps without a home infrastructure, several apps 
exhibited an empty home screen, with a black background along with an overflow 
button, which reveals an options menu. Such was the case of wdISY (by 222Designs) 
and Casa Domotica com Arduino Mega (by Excontrol Automatización y Domotica). 
AzHomeTouch (by Azcom Technology S.r.l) also shows this kind of interface after 
the authentication process. Its authentication screen exhibits an auto-login option; 
after login, there are settings options which include preferences, import configuration 
file, logoff and exit. DroidSeer TRIAL Version (by SPVSOFT) also exhibits an 
empty screen at startup, however, it allows to add, modify and remove appliances or 
events, with names to be specified by users. 

AtMyHomeLE (by DevQ S.r.l.) exhibits options in a grid. Among them, there are 
lighting, automation, cameras, scenarios, installations and favorites. It is possible to 
navigate between options but when an option is selected, any information is provided.  
MyHomeManagerLite (by Pascal Duray) is a limited version, providing only a subset 
of features. When the app starts, it exhibits a message with information about the 
available features on this version, in order to notify users. 
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When SoulissApp (by Alessandro Del Pex) is started for the first time, it exhibits a 
user license. The app has three main options at the main screen and a brief description 
is provided for each one. For appliances control, it is possible to activate commands 
based on time, users’ geographical position or sensor data. This app also provides an 
icon set, with 53 different options, and connection test feature. Just like SoulissApp, 
domRemote for Domintell system (by KZ Software) also starts exhibiting a message 
with terms and conditions. MobiLinc Lite (by Mobile Integrated Solutions) provides a 
link to information regarding terms and conditions, to be shown on a web page. 

Domodroid beta 1.1 (by Pierre Lainé) starts exhibiting a welcome message. The 
initial screen shows two options: House and Map. Although we could not access these 
features without a home infrastructure, Map encompasses the idea of visualizing a 
home map, but it was not possible to verify it. FIBARO (by Fibaro) starts showing a 
sequence of screens with a step-by-step guide, and subsequently the app main screen. 
The main screen is composed of views with grayed out options, indicating blocked or 
inactive functionality. A carousel menu at the bottom of the screen also shows options 
through swipe interaction. 

Home Buddy (by rakstar somar) starts exhibiting configuration options, which 
include: setting auto-refresh interval and enable/disable vibration. The main screen 
has two swipe views in order to show devices and scenes. There is also an action bar 
with action items, indicating voice interaction and refresh, and an overflow button 
with more options. AutHomationHD (by Garrett Power) has an interface composed of 
tabs and two sidebars, accessed by swipe. These sidebars show several options, such 
as: search; refresh; voice; about; sort by name, type, alphabetical order or inverse; and 
settings. In this last one, options are shown in different settings categories. The app 
sends an audio feedback if a voice command is not found. HAL-Home Automation @ 
Language (by Richard T. Schaefer) provides voice interaction and also enables users 
to assign touch gestures to commands. When the app is started it emits audio 
instructions regarding user settings and its interface is composed of swipe views. 

Several apps provide a home control simulation in a demo mode. SRGio (by 
Alexus Art) offers a demo through authentication with user/password as guest/guest 
and its interface is composed of tabs. An important characteristic regarding appliances 
control is a single button to turn on/off, which also indicates the current state. Vera 
Mobile (by Alexus Art) is identical to the previous app as well as MiControl (by 
Alexus Art), but the last one is a Spanish version. I-WISH Smart Home (by Innova 
Egypt) provides demo with authentication with user/password filled in automatically. 
The app enables selecting or adding a server, and to assign a name, address and port 
to it. Other characteristic is the language selection, with two available idioms, i.e. 
English and Arabic. 

Lifedomus (by Lifedomus) also provides a demo mode. Its interface is based on 
tabs, with several options, such as visualization by rooms and activities history (log). 
Regarding log feature, it is possible to show a complete log or filtering by alarms or 
events (requested actions). ayControl KNX and more (by easyMOBIZ.com) starts in 
demo mode, exhibiting rooms grouped by home floor. It is possible to import profiles, 
visualize and enable/disable log, and customize the interface with themes. 
SmartHome One by SMARTIF (by SMARTIF) starts showing options regarding 
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authentication and demo offline, and displays household appliances by rooms or by 
type. Like other apps, Cisco SC Residence (by Cisco Systems, Inc.) provides a 
simulation mode and has a graphical interface with appliances arranged in a circle. 
Depending on selected appliance, different control elements are displayed, and for 
each device, an icon indicates the current status. 

HSTouch Home Automation (by HomeSeer Technologies) and CMClient (by 
ComfortClick) provide simulation through a demo server. HSTouch Home 
Automation allows controlling home appliances, checking room climate and sending 
commands based on events. For appliances control, the app displays a dedicated 
screen for each appliance with its control options. In settings, it is possible to change 
server data, and separately, authentication data. CMClient presents a user interface 
similar to a desktop or launcher, with several options and a menu at the bottom of the 
screen accessed by swipe. Among options, there are calendar, mode selection, energy 
consumption, language selection and messages, which include e-mail, alerts and 
events. 

ImperiHome (by Evertygo) offers interaction via tap, hold, swipe and voice. The 
main screen is composed of swipe views organized by main rooms. The app provides 
scenes, which allow execution of commands set. Regarding home appliances – home 
objects – it is possible to modify its name and icon, and add each one as favorite, hide 
or exhibit it. Also, images set represent the different status of the home objects. 
Moreover, users may add a scene shortcut in device home screen. 

Table 1 summarizes 34 apps addressed in Phase II of the method. This table 
presents the column names: “Ver.” indicates app version; “Infra.” indicates the app 
availability for use without infrastructure; “Conn.” indicates whether connection data, 
e.g. IP address, URL, is presented – and how – at user interface; and “Auth.” indicates 
whether authentication data, e.g. user/password, is presented – and how – at user 
interface. At column “Infra.” we used the following classification: (N)one when app 
does not provide navigation; (P)artial functionality, when app provides some 
functionality, however does not allow to simulate appliances control; and (F)ull 
functionality, when app provides all functionality and allows simulating appliances 
control. At columns “Conn.” and “Auth.”, we used the following caption: “N” for 
does not require, “S” for require on screen, and “C” for requires in configuration 
settings. 

Table 1. Android apps identified and analyzed applying M4REMAIP 

Icon Name Ver. Infra. Conn. Auth. Language 

 
QW Home Automation 1.1.11 N S S English 

 
Rogers Smart Home Monitoring 5.0.5 N N S English 

 
HCA Home Control Assistant 11.2.11 N C N English 

 
BeHome 247 1.1.1 N N S English 

 
InControl Home Automation Free 2.0.9 N N S English 

 
INSTEON for SmartLinc 1.2.3 N N S English 
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Table 1. (continued) 
 

 Smart Automation Experience 7.1.1 N N N English 

 
InSideControl HD 1.1.0 N C N English 

 Arduino Lamp 1.0 N N N English 

 
wdISY - N C C English 

 
Casa Domotica con Arduino Mega 4.0 N S N English 

 AzHomeTouch 0.6.5 N C S English 

 
DroidSeer Trial Version - P S S English 

 
atMyHomeLE 1.0.56 P N N Portuguese 

 MyHomeManagerLite 1.0.1.0 P C N English 

 SoulissApp 1.2.31 P N N Portuguese 

 
domRemote for Domintell system 1.1.22 P C N English 

 
MobiLinc Lite 1.2.4 P N S English 

 
Domodroid beta 1.1 1.1 P C N English 

 
FIBARO 1.1 P S S English 

 
Home Buddy 0.37 P C N English 

 
AutHomationHD 3.1.3.5 P C C English 

 
HAL-Home Automation  

@ Language 
1.006 P S S English 

 
SRGio 1.9.107 F N S English 

 
Vera Mobile 1.9.107 F N S English 

 
Micontrol 1.9.409 F N S Spanish 

 
I-WISH Smart Home 1.1 F C S 

English/ 
Arabic 

 
Lifedomus 1.4.1 F S N Portuguese 

 
ayControl KNX and more 3.0.9 F N N English 

 
SmartHome One by SMARTIF 1.8.9.2 F S S Portuguese 

 
Cisco SC Residence 2.5.2.210567 F N S English 

 
HSTouch Home Automation 1.35 F C C English 

 CMClient 2.0.2 F C C 
English/ 
Others  

 
ImperiHome 1.9.2 F C C English 
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3.3 Requirements and Design Ideas 

After executing Phases I and II of the method, we identified 45 functional 
requirements, organized in eight categories: (a) general, (b) first startup, (c) 
configuration, (d) connection, (e) authentication, (f) feedback, (g) home objects, and 
(h) control. 

(a) GENERAL – R1. About: Provide information about the app; R2. Available 
features: Provide information regarding available features, especially when the app is 
a limited version; R3. Brief description: Provide a brief description of each feature; 
R4. Demo: Provide a simulation of home infrastructure in order to enable appliances 
control. Thus, users may interact and test app features. This simulation may be 
provided by demo mode, demo server, or authentication with user/password filled out 
automatically. 

(b) FIRST STARTUP – R5. User license: Exhibit user license, with options to 
accept or refuse terms and conditions; R6. Welcome message: Exhibit a welcome 
message; R7. Tutorial/instructions/step-by-step: Provide instructions and 
presentation of apps features, in a sequence of screens with a step-by-step guide; R8. 
Prerequisites for system operation: Display information about required 
hardware/software artifacts and necessary conditions for system operation; R9. Help: 
Provide an option with help information. 

(c) CONFIGURATION – R10. Settings categories: Exhibit options grouped into 
categories, according similar configuration purposes; R11. Configuration file: 
Provide an option to send a configuration file, containing settings data; R12. 
Connection and authentication separately: Exhibit server connection information 
separately from authentication; R13. Language: Provide options to language 
selection, in order to change the idiom of displayed information. 

(d) CONNECTION – R14. Server data: Provide options for data input related to 
server such as name, address and port; R15. Connection test: Provide connection test 
in order to user test connection with home system; R16. Refresh: Provide option to 
refresh, implying in a new query and update of displayed information manually; R17. 
Auto-refresh: Provide automatic updates based on new queries to the system; R18. 
Refresh interval: Provide option which enables users set the time interval to 
automatic updates; R19. Logout option: Provide an option which enables users to 
close the connection with the home system. 

(e) AUTHENTICATION – R20. User/password: Provide authentication with user 
and password; R21. Auto-login: Provide an option which enables users to choose to 
login to the system automatically during the app startup. 

(f) FEEDBACK – R22. Audio feedback: Provide audio feedback, in order to 
warn users of actions performed in the system; R23. Haptic feedback: Provide haptic 
feedback, in order to notify users of actions performed in the system; R24. 
Enable/disable audio/haptic feedback: Provide option to enable/disable the audio or 
haptic feedback; R25. User interface with grayed out options: Display interface 
grayed out elements if features provided through interaction with these elements are 
blocked or inactive; R26. Full log: Provide a full history of actions occurred in the 
system; R27. Log with filter by alarms and events: Provide filtering options 
regarding log information, enabling filtering by alarms or events (requested actions); 
R28. Enable/disable log: Provide option to enable/disable log functionality; R29. 
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Alert messages: Display messages with urgent information (alerts); R30. Event 
messages: Display messages with information regarding actions performed by the 
system. 

(g) HOME OBJECTS – R31. Objects displayed by rooms: Display home objects 
by rooms; R32. Objects displayed by type: Display home objects by type of 
appliance; R33. Modify name: Provide an option which enables users to modify 
object names identifying each appliance; R34. Modify icon: Provide an option which 
enables users to modify object icon identifying each appliance; R35. Icon set: 
Provide an icon set, enabling user to assign an icon to each object; R36. Images 
indicating status: Provide images which represent home objects and their current 
status. An image set must represent different status of each home object; R37. 
Favorites: Provide an option which enables users to select objects and mark them as 
favorites. 

(h) CONTROL – R38. Commands based on time: Activate commands based on 
a predefined time; R39. Commands based on position: Activate commands based 
on users’ geographical positions; R40. Commands based on sensor: Activate 
commands based on sensor data; R41. Commands based on events: Activate 
commands based on events occurred in the home system; R42. Single button to turn 
on/off: Provide a single button to turn on and turn off actions; R43. Dedicated screen 
for each appliance: Display a dedicated screen for control options of each appliance; 
R44. Scenes: Provide an option which enables executing a command set related to a 
particular usage scenario; R45. Scenes shortcuts: Provide shortcuts to scenes 
activation. 

We also identified some possible solutions with regard to interaction: graphical 
interface with tap, hold and swipe gestures; voice commands. Moreover, we identified 
some possible solutions for the “Settings” functionality, which include possible icons 
to represent the functionality and possible locations inside mobile app interface. Some 
possible locations include: pop-menu in an overflow button at action bar; carousel 
menu at the bottom of the screen; navigation drawer (sidebar); button at home screen. 
With regard to icon aspects, we identified some suggestions, as shown in Fig. 2. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Some possible design solutions – icons – to functionality “Settings” 

4 Discussion 

The results presented in previous section represent a non-exhaustive set of functional 
requirements for Android apps for home control. Some considerations show relevant 
aspects and are outlined below. Firstly, a difficulty in applying this method for this 
specific domain is that many apps require a real home infrastructure in order to 
evaluate all functionalities. Despite we could not proceed with exploratory use with 
several apps, this method demonstrated to be useful and enabled identifying 
requirements for this domain. Moreover, implementing requirements addressed in this 
paper also requires home system and the infrastructure integrated to the app. 
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With regard to user interface, it may be observed that most apps do not follow 
Android design patterns. Several apps do not provide the ActionBar, and some 
solutions provide both logout and exit buttons, contrary to the guidelines [13]. 
Another important observation is that most app interfaces use dark tones, with gray 
and black colors. This is contrary to the design principles of current automated and 
smart homes, which adopt glass and transparent materials and use white and light 
colors. Regarding user interaction, it is worth mentioning that some apps provide 
voice interaction, using Android resources for voice recognition. However, apps still 
lack the use of other interaction modes. During exploratory use, we did not identify 
the use of accelerometers for a direct interaction related to control, such as command 
activation or feature selection. Regarding language, although some apps provide 
major information in a local language, some messages or interface elements are not 
translated. This fact emphasizes the importance of language support, as well as other 
localization and internationalization aspects of app design. 

There are some interesting remarks regarding the method which deserve further 
comments. The two activities related to evaluation step – exploratory use and 
description – are mutually complementary. Exploratory use provides an overview of 
interface aspects and app features, while the description activity enables attempting to 
interaction details. Subsequently, the extraction step provides the deeper analysis and 
identification of functional requirements. 

Several requirements impact interaction aspects of an app, e.g. log, and might be 
discovered by applying the method proposed in this paper. The proposed categories 
for functional requirements aim to aid understanding of the context and 
implementation of such requirements, however, other classifications could be 
proposed for this purpose. Moreover, based on descriptions and the design solutions, 
it is also possible to identify design patterns [13] used in apps, as clearly noted in 
location suggestions to functionality “Settings”. Regarding possible solutions, we 
focused on interactions and the “Settings” functionality in order to demonstrate some 
examples, but other design solutions could be found. 

It is noteworthy that requirements elicitation methods from the point of view of 
Software Engineering are often directed by the perspective of user interaction via a 
graphical interface and involve document investigation or contact with people 
associated with product/system usage. This method might be useful for different 
audiences, from academia, such as researches trying to identify characteristics on apps 
for this research domain, to industry, such as autonomous developers, startups or 
companies with small development teams. 

5 Conclusion 

This paper presented the definition of a method – M4REMAIP – and results of its 
application in requirements elicitation of Android apps for home control. In order to 
achieve this, we analyzed apps in this specific domain under an HCI perspective, 
considering design and interaction issues. Based on this analysis, we identified 
important features and characteristics for Android apps for home control. Results 
obtained with the execution of this method demonstrate its usefulness for functional 
requirements elicitation focusing on interaction aspects. 
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For future work, we envision the design and implementation of an Android app 
based on functional requirements identified in this paper, and also, application of the 
method defined in this work to other domains. 
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